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Drunk Elephant Releases Glowy Color Makeup Line
 

Fresh and glowy new cream blush created by Drunk Elephant expected shift the paradigm of
their clean beauty look 

 
San Francisco, CA (May 01, 2020) – Drunk Elephant (DE) launched a brand-new makeup line
which is designed to actually enhance your skin. Over the years, DE has been growing a massive
group of followers with their commitment to “clean beauty”. They paved the way of choosing
“biocompatible” ingredients in skin care. DE’s ability to communicate with people of all
different backgrounds and age, along with a colorful and eye-catching packaging, makes the
brand extremely relevant to modern women today. Drunk Glow Blush, which is their new cream
type blush and lips is infused with ingredients that gives natural glow and instant hydration to
your skin. 
 
“Girls can look beautiful even at their busiest moment, and at some point, I wanted to create a
make-up
product under our brand that actually works like a skincare product by infusing formulas that
give glow, hydration, and energy to women’s skin!” said Masterson (Founder and CCO of Drunk
Elephant).  The new Drunk Glow Blush enhances your natural cheeks and lips in minutes so you
can have more time out in the sun and does good for your skin unlike any other stuffy colored
cosmetics. With 4 different color choices, Drunk Elephant’s pop-up in San Francisco will feature
gift with promotions and personalized color consultation at the store!  Stay updated for the
product launch this May!  
 
AboutDrunk Elephant
 
With the mission provide clinically-effective and biocompatible skincare created
without toxins, sensitizers, irritants, and disruptive essential oils, Drunk
elephant is the “clean” beauty brand that aims to boost self-confidence to all
people in their skin care journey. Made in the USA, follow the #barewithus
movement see everyone’s journey with Drunk Elephant! 
More information on www.drunkelephant.com
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